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Purpose of this Guide
To ensure compliance to the law, this guide identifies the approach TVA uses to handle requests
for reasonable accommodations. It is essential that both supervisors and employees fully
understand their rights and responsibilities.

Background
Under Title 1 of The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Federal Executive branch agencies
follow the Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act, as amended, which aligns with The ADA, a
Reasonable Accommodation (RA) is a modification or adjustment to a job, the work environment,
or the way things are usually done during the hiring process. These modifications enable an
individual with a disability to have an equal opportunity not only to obtain a job but also to
successfully perform his/her job duties to the same extent as people with disabilities.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)’s final rule, 82 FR 654, Affirmative
Action for Individuals with Disabilities in Federal Employment, amended the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, 29
C.F.R. § 1614.203, and requires Federal Agencies to take steps to gradually increase
the number of employees in Federal service with disabilities and targeted disabilities, and
provide Personal Assistance Services (PAS) to Federal employees who require such
services because of their targeted disabilities.
Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, employers may not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex and national origin. Title VII
additionally requires employers to accommodate employees’ sincerely held religious
beliefs and practices.

Legal Overview
When enacting The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Congress charged each Federal Agency and
Federal contractor to promote the hiring and retention of individuals with disabilities in two ways:
First, to be a model employer of individuals with disabilities through use of meaningful
affirmative hiring, placement and advancement opportunities; and
Second, to ensure employment non-discrimination and Reasonable
Accommodations.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 consists of many sections, the sections that are applicable to TVA:
Section 501, Section 502, Section 503, Section 504 and Section 508. Information associated with
these sections can be found in TVA-SPP-11.705 Disability Programs.
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The Federal government is covered by several disability civil rights laws that require agencies to
provide Reasonable Accommodations to qualified applicants and employees with disabilities,
unless doing so poses an undue hardship.
Executive Order 13164
Requires all Federal Agencies to establish procedures on handling requests for
Reasonable Accommodations. TVA’s procedures fully comply with the requirements of
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Under the law, TVA must provide Reasonable
Accommodations to qualified employees or applicants with disabilities, unless doing so
would cause undue hardship. TVA is committed to providing Reasonable
Accommodations to its employees and applicants for employment to ensure that
individuals with disabilities enjoy equal access to all employment opportunities.
TVA provides Reasonable Accommodations:
▪

When an applicant with a disability or sincerely held religious belief needs an
accommodation to have an equal opportunity to compete for a job;

▪

When an employee with a disability needs an accommodation either to perform the
essential functions of the job or to enjoy the benefits and privileges of the job as those
without disability;

▪

When workplace conditions or the expectations of employment conflict with an
employee’s sincerely held religious belief.
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Definition of a Disability
For an employee to be provided with Reasonable Accommodations, he or she must be a
qualified individual with a disability. The law defines a qualified individual with a disability
as a disabled individual who satisfies the requisite skill, experience, education, and other
job-related requirements of the employment position such individual holds or desires,
and who, with or without Reasonable Accommodation, can perform the essential
functions of such position. The individual must also meet the experience and education
requirements for the position, or the criteria for appointment under one of the special
excepted appointment authorities for disabled employees, such as Schedule A.
Schedule A is a special appointing authority that can be used for individuals with severe
physical, mental or psychiatric disabilities, see § 1614.203.

Definition of Religion
Title VII defines “religion” to include all aspects of religious observance, practice, and belief.
Determining whether a practice is religious turns not on the nature of the activity, but on the
employee’s motivation.
A belief or practice is “religious” in the eyes of the law if it is religious in the person’s own scheme of
things, i.e., it is a sincere and meaningful belief that occupies a place in the life of its possessor
parallel to that filled by God. Along these lines, courts have recognized three common features of
a religion. First, a religion addresses fundamental and ultimate questions having to do with deep
and imponderable matters. Second, a religion is comprehensive in nature; it consists of a beliefsystem as opposed to an isolated teaching. Third, a religion often can be recognized by the
presence of certain formal and external signs.
“Religion” does not need to be associated with a recognized institution. It can be unique to the
individual. So long as the practice or beliefs conform to the definitions of religion discussed above, a
religion does not necessarily require belief in God, the spiritual, or the supernatural.
Not all strongly held beliefs are religious. Social, political, or economic philosophies, as well as mere
personal preferences, are not religious beliefs protected by Title VII. Likewise, maxims and moral
concepts on a particular issue do not constitute a religion, regardless of their origins.
See § 915.063, Section 12: Religious Discrimination | U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (eeoc.gov)
What Does It Mean for a Religious Belief or Practice To Be “Sincerely Held?”
An individual’s sincerity is a matter of credibility. Factors that – either alone or in combination –
might undermine an employee’s credibility include whether the employee has behaved in a manner
markedly inconsistent with the professed belief; whether the accommodation sought is a particularly
desirable benefit that is likely to be sought for secular reasons; whether the timing of the request
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renders it suspect (e.g., it follows an earlier request by the employee for the same benefit for
secular reasons); and whether the employer otherwise has reason to believe the accommodation is
not sought for religious reasons. The factors and circumstances should be considered on a caseby-case basis.

What Is a Reasonable Accommodation
A Reasonable Accommodation is any change in the workplace or the way things are customarily
done that provides an equal employment opportunity to an individual with a disability or a sincerely
held religious belief. The accommodation is reasonable even if it would ordinarily violate policy, so
long as the accommodation allows the person to perform his or her essential job duties and does
not impose an undue hardship on the employer.
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When Is A Disability Accommodation Not Reasonable
An employer is not obligated to remove essential job duties or to provide devices that the
employee expects to use while not at work, such as hearing aids. In addition, an accommodation
is not reasonable if it would cause undue hardship.
Under the Rehabilitation Act, “undue hardship” is a significant difficulty or expense upon the
employer. The determination of whether an employer may refuse an accommodation because
of undue hardship requires an individualized assessment of several factors:
▪

The nature and net cost of the accommodation, taking into consideration the availability of
tax credits and deductions, or outside funding;

▪

The overall financial resources of the facility or facilities involved in the provision of the
Reasonable Accommodation, the number of persons employed at such facility, and the
effect on expenses and resources;

▪

The overall financial resources of the covered entity, the overall size of the business of
the covered entity with respect to the number of its employees, and the number, type,
and location of its facilities;

▪

The type of operation or operations of the covered entity, including the composition,
structure, and functions of the workforce, and the geographic separateness and
administrative or fiscal relationship of the facility or facilities in question to the covered
entity; and

▪

The impact of the accommodation upon the operation of the facility, including the impact
on the ability of other employees to perform their duties and the impact on the facility's
ability to conduct business.

When Is A Religious Accommodation Not Reasonable
As with disability accommodation, an accommodation for religious reasons is
unreasonable if the accommodation would place an “undue hardship” on the employer.
The term “undue hardship” under Title VII, however, is a lower standard. It simply
means that the religious accommodation would result in more than a minimal cost or
burden.
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REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION PROCESS
TVA processes requests for Reasonable Accommodation and will provide the Reasonable
Accommodation in a prompt and efficient manner in accordance with the time frames set forth in this
guide.
TVA’s designated Leave and Accommodation Specialist (LAS) oversees the Reasonable
Accommodation process. All requests for Reasonable Accommodation will be handled by
management, employee, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist, and a TVA Nurse Practitioner
(NP).
The Requesting Process
Requests can be made at any time, either orally or in writing: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(E) using
applicable TVA forms, as noted below:
•

TVA Form 21374
o All medical, religious or other requests for accommodations
TVA Form 21374-RV
o All requests for religious accommodations associated with the COVID-19
vaccination and
TVA Form 21374-MV
o All requests for medical accommodations associated with the COVID-19
vaccination.

•
•

The individual need not have a particular accommodation in mind before making a request:
29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(D).
Requests can be made by:
▪

An applicant or employee;

▪

A family member of an applicant or employee; and

▪

A health professional or other representative on behalf of an applicant or employee

Requests of an accommodation may be made to:
▪

A supervisor or manager in the individual’s chain of command;

▪

the office designated by the agency to oversee the Reasonable Accommodation process; and
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▪

any agency employee connected with the application process, or

▪

any other individual designated by the agency to accept such requests: 29 C.F.R. §
1614.203(d)(3)(i)(D).

The Reasonable Accommodation process begins as soon as an accommodation is recognized, is
verbally requested or has been submitted in writing: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(D).
The Reasonable Accommodation process starts as soon as an oral or written request for
accommodation is made: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(D).
Repetitive Accommodations
TVA will process request for an accommodation that is needed on a repeated basis. When an
individual requests a type of accommodation that will be needed on a repeated basis (e.g, sign
language interpreter, CART services, or readers), the agency will not require the individual to submit
a written request each time the accommodation is needed. Once the accommodation is approved
the first time, the employee may obtain the accommodation by notifying the appropriate individual or
office: EEOC Policy Guidance on Executive Order 13164, Sect. II, Q.4.

Processing Requests for Reasonable Accommodation
When a supervisor recognizes or receives a request, the supervisor must forward and/or contact the
Leave and Accommodation Specialist: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(G).
Medical Requests:
•

General medical accommodation requests can be submitted to your TVA Nurse
Practitioner or through the emphealthservices@tva.gov mailbox using TVA Form 21374.

•

COVID-19 vaccination medical requests should be submitted to
emphealthservices@tva.gov or the TVA Nurse Practitioner using TVA Form 21374-MV.

Religious Requests:
•

General religious requests not associated with COVID-19 vaccinations for reasonable
accommodation can be requested by submitting TVA Form 21374 to the
emphealthservices@tva.gov mailbox.

•

COVID-19 religious requests should be submitted to the emphealthservices@tva.gov
mailbox using TVA Form 21374-RV. All questions should be answered in its entirety.
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The Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or the Nurse Practitioner will contact the
applicant or employee within 10 business days of the request, even if the request is initially
made to someone else.
When an employee makes a request for Reasonable Accommodation that involves performance of
the job, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or the Nurse Practitioner will work with the
employee’s supervisor to ensure that an appropriate accommodation is provided that meets the
individual’s related needs and enables the individual to perform the essential functions of the
position.
An applicant or employee must let the manager or the Leave and Accommodation Specialist know
that an adjustment or change concerning some aspect of the application process, the job, or a
benefit of employment for a reason related to a medical condition or sincerely held religious belief is
needed.
If the employee makes a Reasonable Accommodation request to someone other than the Leave
and Accommodation Specialist, such as the supervisor, officer, director, etc., notified individuals
should forward the request to the Leave and Accommodation Specialist immediately and must do so
within 2 business days.
A family member, health professional, or other representative requests accommodation on behalf of
an applicant or employee. The Leave and Accommodation Specialist should, if possible, confirm
with the applicant or employee that a reasonable accommodation is wanted before proceeding.
Where this is not possible, for example, because the employee has been hospitalized in an acute
condition, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA Nurse Practitioner will process the
request if it seems appropriate and will consult directly with the individual needing the
accommodation as soon as practicable. Additionally, consultation may include discussion of TVA’s
benefits (e.g., FMLA, Donated Leave, LWP, etc.).
The Leave and Accommodation Specialist may need to consult with other TVA personnel or outside
sources to obtain information necessary to make a determination about the request. TVA expects
that all personnel will give a high priority to responding quickly to a Leave and Accommodation
Specialist’s request for information or assistance. Any delays by TVA personnel may result in TVA’s
failing to meet the required time frame.
NOTE: In some instances, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist may need to obtain information
to determine if an individual’s impairment is a “disability” under The Rehabilitation Act or to
determine what would be an effective accommodation. Such information may not be necessary if an
effective accommodation is obvious, if the disability is obvious (the requestor is blind or has
paraplegia) or if the disability is already known to the EEOC, the requestor previously asked for an
accommodation and (information submitted at that time showed a disability existed and that there
would be no change in the individual’s medical condition).

Request for Medical Information
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Disability or Sincerely Held Religious Belief is Not Obvious or Already Known
If a requestor’s disability and/or need for accommodation is not obvious or already known, the Leave
and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP is entitled to ask for and receive information
supporting the request, including in the case of disability, medical records and opinions.

Time Frames
The time frame for processing a request (including providing accommodation, if approved) is as
soon as possible, but no later than 30 business days from the date the request is made. Time begins
when the accommodation is first requested: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(M).
This 30-day period includes the 10-day time frame in which the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist, or a TVA NP must contact the requestor after a request for reasonable accommodation is
made.
When a particular reasonable accommodation can be provided in less than the maximum amount of
time permitted, failure to provide the accommodation in a prompt manner may result in a violation of
The Rehabilitation Act: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(O).
TVA will not be expected to adhere to its usual timelines if an individual’s health professional fails to
provide needed documentation in a timely manner: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(N).
TVA will process requests and, where appropriate, provide accommodations in as short a period as
reasonably possible. The time frame above indicates the maximum amount of time it should
generally take to process a request and provide a reasonable accommodation.
If the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA’s NP must request information or
documentation, the time frame will stop on the day that the Leave and Accommodation Specialist
and/or TVA NP makes a request to the individual to obtain information or sends out a request for
information/documentation, and will resume on the day that the information/documentation is
received by the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP.
Where there is a delay in either processing a request for or providing an accommodation, TVA will
notify the individual of the reason for the delay, including any extenuating circumstances that justify
the delay: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(S).
If it is clear why an accommodation is needed and if an accommodation can be provided quickly,
then the Leave and Accommodation Specialist should not require the full 30 business days to
process the request.
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When all the facts and circumstances known to TVA make it reasonably likely that an individual will
be entitled to Reasonable Accommodation, but the accommodation cannot be provided immediately,
the agency shall provide an interim accommodation that allows the individual to perform some or all
of the essential functions of his or her job, if it is possible to do so without imposing undue hardship
to TVA: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(Q).
The following are examples of situations when the accommodation might be provided in less
than the allotted time frame:
▪

An employee with insulin-dependent diabetes who sits in an open area asks for three breaks
a day to test her blood sugar levels in private;

▪

An employee with clinical depression who takes medication (that makes it difficult for her to
awaken in time to get to the office by 9:00 a.m.) requests that she be allowed to start work at
10:00 a.m., and still work an eight and a half-hour day;

▪ An employee asks to swap shifts with a willing co-worker on a one-time basis in order to
observe a religious holiday;
▪

An employee needs an exception to the company’s dress and grooming code for a religious
practice; and

▪

A supervisor distributes a detailed agenda at the beginning of each staff meeting. An
employee with a serious learning disability asks that the agenda be distributed prior to the
meeting as his/her disability makes it difficult to read quickly, requiring more time for him/her
to prepare.

The Interactive Process
▪

Employee/Applicant’s Oral Request for accommodation(s) requires an interactive
discussion between the supervisor and the employee/applicant and/or the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist. The discussion must include the precise nature of the problem
that is generating the request, how the request is prompting a need for an accommodation,
and alternative accommodations that may be effective in meeting an individual’s needs. TVA
Form 21084 should be used to document the interactive process.

Medically-Related Restrictions
▪

Employee’s Medical Restriction(s) must be provided to the TVA NP. The NP documents
the individual’s restriction(s) via TVA’s electronic medical recordkeeping system. Upon
documentation validation and/or evaluation of individual, the NP sends the supervisor and the
employee a Duty Disposition Letter (DDL).

▪

Employee and Supervisor Interactive Discussion occurs after supervisor reviews the
request and/or restriction(s) provided through the DDL and determines if the request and/or
restriction(s) impacts the essential functions of the individual’s job. The interactive
discussion includes a review of the individual’s job duties and the job’s physical
capabilities/exposures. Both the supervisor and the employee are to document proposed
accommodations. Upon completion of the discussion, the supervisor and the employee will

document the discussion results by indicating the accommodation on TVA Form 21084.
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TVA FORM 21374 and TVA Form 21084 Modified Work Duties
Information found on TVA Form 21374, request for an accommodation associated with a medical,
religious or other reason will be transferred over to TVA Form 21084.
TVA Form 21084 will then be sent to the employee, the employee’s supervising manager and/or the
TVA return to work coordinator.
The employee and the supervising manager will discuss the restrictions or accommodations needed in
order to determine if an accommodation can be made.
Management will complete TVA Form 21084 as noted below:
Box A: Indicate what job duties are impacted or not impacted. If impacted, supervisor is to select
whether modified work duty is or is not available.
If available is selected, Box C is to be completed. This indicates that the employee’s restrictions impact
job duties and a temporary modified work duty is needed for XX days/weeks. In the event that the
employee’s condition or accommodation(s) requires changes, management and/or employee will make
notification to supervisor or the Leave and Accommodation Specialist. It is important to identify
accommodations needed and the duration of the need. TVA Form 21084 provides a space to notate
this identification.
If job duties are impacted but modified work is not available, Box D is to be completed. This selection
indicates the employee’s restrictions do impact the essential functions of the job, and NO temporary
modified work duty(s) is/are available. In the event the employee’s condition changes, the employee is
to notify the supervisor.
If in Box A, job duties are not impacted, Box B is to be completed indicating the employee’s restriction(s)
do not impact the job duties and no accommodation(s) are needed.
For any interactive discussions occurring via telephone, the conversation date/time and names of those
on the call are to be listed on TVA Form 21084.
Medical restriction(s) and/or the request for an accommodation are determined not to impact the
essential functions of the job, indicating no accommodation is necessary. This agreement is identified
with signatures of supervisor and employee in this box. Additionally, comments and/or disagreement
information may be recorded by the employee or the manager.
Upon completion of the form, the form is to be submitted via email to the nurse practitioner.
NOTE: Remember, communication is a priority throughout the entire process, but particularly where the
specific limitation, problem or barrier is unclear; where an effective accommodation is not obvious; or
where the parties are considering different forms of Reasonable Accommodation. Both the individual
making the request and the decision maker should work together to identify effective accommodations.

Aging Restriction(s)
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Employees and supervisors are to ensure the accommodation(s) continue to be effective and no
change to the accommodation(s) is required. In the event the accommodation is ineffective, the
employee and supervisor are to reengage in the interactive discussion process.
In reference to medical restrictions, as medical restrictions age, the NP will periodically check in with
the supervisor. Generally, this time frame is at 90 days and again at 180 days of the medical restriction
being listed.
A signed TVA Form 21084 will be requested by the NP at these specific time frames.

Documentation/Information
When documentation or additional information is required to support a Reasonable
Accommodation request, it should describe the nature of the individual’s disability, or sincerely
held religious belief, his or her need for Reasonable Accommodation and how the requested
accommodation will assist the individual to apply for a job, perform the essential functions of a job,
or enjoy the benefits and privileges of the workplace: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(I).
Documentation provided to TVA’s NP or the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will be
maintained as confidential material and that only under limited circumstances will information be
disclosed.
If the initial information provided or volunteered by the requestor is insufficient to enable the Leave
and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP to determine whether the individual has a “disability”
or a sincerely held religious belief, and/or if an accommodation is needed, the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist and/or the TVA NP will explain what additional information is needed: 29
C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(I). The Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP may require
information in order to advise supervisors of restrictions that may affect the essential functions of the
job. The additional information may help when designing an appropriate and effective
accommodation.
If necessary, the individual should then ask his/her personal health care provider or other
appropriate professional to provide the missing information. The Leave and Accommodation
Specialist and/or the TVA NP may also give the individual a list of questions to give to the
health care provider or other appropriate professional to answer.
If sufficient information is not provided by the individual after several attempts, the Leave
and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP may ask the individual requesting
accommodation to sign a limited release permitting the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist and/or the TVA NP to contact the provider for additional information. The Leave
and Accommodation Specialist and/or the TVA NP may have the information reviewed by
an agency representative, such as the Office of General Counsel (OGC), or a doctor of the
agency’s choosing, at the agency’s expense: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(K).
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The Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP may determine whether additional
information is needed and, if so, may request such information from the requestor, such as an
appropriate health professional or other appropriate professional. Even if information is needed to
process a request, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP does not necessarily
have to request documentation; in many instances the requestor may be able to provide sufficient
information that can substantiate the existence of a “disability” or a sincerely held religious belief
and/or need for a Reasonable Accommodation. If an individual has already submitted
documentation in connection with a previous request for accommodation, the individual should
immediately inform the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP of this fact. The Leave
and Accommodation Specialist and/or the TVA NP will then determine whether additional
information is needed to process the current request.
In determining whether documentation is necessary to support a request for Reasonable
Accommodation and whether an applicant or employee has a disability or a sincerely held religious
belief, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or TVA NP will be guided by principles set
forth in the ADA Amendments Act of 2008 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Special Confidentiality Requirements Under the Rehabilitation Act
All information obtained in connection with the disability accommodation process is considered
confidential. Documentation related to such requests are kept in files separate from the
individual’s personnel file. Additionally, when information is disclosed, TVA will inform the
individual of the confidentiality requirements: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(L).
The Leave and Accommodation Specialist may share certain information with an employee’s
supervisor or other agency official(s) as necessary to make appropriate determinations on a
Reasonable Accommodation request.
In addition to disclosures of information needed to process a request for accommodation, other
disclosures of information are permitted as follows:
▪

Supervisors and managers are entitled to whatever information is necessary to implement
restrictions on the work or duties of the employee or to provide a Reasonable
Accommodation;

▪

First aid and safety personnel may be informed, when appropriate, if the disability might
require emergency treatment for assistance in evacuation; and

▪

Government officials may be given information necessary to investigate the
agency’s compliance with The Rehabilitation Act.

Expedited Processing of a Request
In certain circumstances, a request for Reasonable Accommodation requires an expedited review
and decision. This includes where a Reasonable Accommodation is needed:
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▪

To enable an applicant to apply for a job. Depending on the timetable for receiving
applications, conducting interviews, taking tests, and making hiring decisions, there may be a
need to expedite a request for Reasonable Accommodation to ensure that an applicant with a
disability or sincerely held religious belief has an equal opportunity to apply for a job.

▪

To enable an employee to attend a meeting scheduled to occur soon. For example, an
employee may need a sign language interpreter for a meeting scheduled to take place in 5
days.

Extenuating Circumstances
There are circumstances that would not reasonably have been anticipated or avoided in advance of
the request for accommodation, or that are beyond the agency’s ability to control. When extenuating
circumstances are present, the time for processing a request for Reasonable Accommodation and
providing the accommodation will be extended as reasonably necessary.
Extensions will be limited to circumstances where they are absolutely necessary, and only for as
long as required to deal with the extenuating circumstance.
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Reassignment
Reassignment Process
Reassignment is an accommodation of last resort. There are specific considerations when an
employee needs, or may need, a reassignment. Generally, reassignment will only be considered if
no accommodation(s) is available to enable the individual to perform the essential functions of the
job, the restriction has become permanent and can no longer be accommodated, or the
accommodation would cause undue hardship.
Reassignment to a vacant position for which an employee is qualified, and not just permitted to
compete for such position, is a Reasonable Accommodation if it does not cause an undue
hardship. TVA will consider providing reassignment to a vacant position as a Reasonable
Accommodation if no other Reasonable Accommodation will permit an employee with a disability or
sincerely held religious belief to perform the essential functions of his or her current position: 29
C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(B).
▪

Employees entering reassignment will be contacted by the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist will provide the employee with information
associated with the reassignment process.

▪

In considering whether there are positions available for reassignment, the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist will work with a Talent Acquisition representative and the
employee requesting the reassignment to identify:
(1) vacant positions within the agency for which the employee may be qualified, with or
without Reasonable Accommodation; and
(2) positions which there is reason to believe willbecome vacant within a reasonable time
from the date the search is initiated and for which the employee may be qualified.

▪

Reassignment may be made to a vacant position outside of the employee’s commuting area if
the employee is willing to relocate.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist establishes a conference call or independently
connects with, at a minimum, Line Management, and OGC. Other members may include a
Labor Relations representative, a People First Solution Center representative, a Talent
Acquisition representative, TVA Medical Nurse Practitioner and/or a Senior Physician, as
needed. Discussion includes reviewing the previous accommodation(s) and applicable
documents.
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Reassignment Steps
The Leave and Accommodation Specialist will conduct a conference call and/or a face-to-face
meeting to inform employee that the agency is "no longer able to accommodate the employee's
restrictions in the current position."
▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist counsels the employee on the reassignment
process.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist provides employee the agency's job posting
site; employee is reminded to routinely review the job postings. If employee identifies a
vacancy for which employee is qualified, employee contacts the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist immediately. Additionally, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will review all
posted positions in order to help determine placement of individual into a reassignment
opportunity.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist requests updated resume from employee.

▪

The Employee provides current resume to the Leave and Accommodation Specialist within 7
calendar days of notification; if resume is not received, the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist utilizes information found in the employee’s Personal History Records (PHR) to
identify one’s skills and qualifications.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist sends formal Notice of Decision letter to
reinforce the conversation; a copy of the letter is sent to the Nurse Practitioner.

▪

Upon receipt of resume, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist collaborates with PFSC
representative and/or Talent Acquisition representative and reviews resume to determine if
employee is qualified for any vacant position(s).

NOTE: Placement of employee in a vacant position is a position equivalent in terms of pay,
status, or other relevant factors (e.g. benefits, geographical location) and is based on an
interactive conversation between employee, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist, and
business unit hiring manager.
NOTE: If there are no vacant positions equivalent to the employee's current position,
an attempt will be made to offer a vacant lower level position to the employee, again,
provided that the employee is qualified for the position.
NOTE: The employee does not need to be the best qualified individual for the position in
order to obtain it as a reassignment nor is the employee required to compete.
▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist provides periodic job posting updates to the
employee.
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▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist will review the job list to identify any position in
which the employee meets minimum qualifications.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or Talent Acquisition specialist are to
verify if employee meets minimal qualifications of identified position(s) and advises the hiring
manager that a qualified candidate has been identified and the position(s) is placed on hold.

▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist and Hiring Manager discuss candidate’s
qualifications and advises of restriction(s) that may impact the essential functions of the job to
determine if an accommodation will be required. If an accommodation is required, then an
interactive discuss occurs between the hiring manager and the candidate.

▪

The Talent Acquisition representative offers vacant position to employee.

▪

If the employee declines the offer, the reassignment process ends. Declining an offer
indicates the employee is voluntarily initiating separation proceeding.

▪

If a position is not identified, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will verbally inform
the employee that reassignment has ended and a position was not identified. The Leave and
Accommodation Specialist will reinforce the conversation and issue a Notice of Decision
Letter, sending it to the employee and the supervising manager.

NOTE: Nuclear Business HR partners are required to schedule an Executive Review Board
(ERB) meeting at this point in time to pursue approvals for termination. While ERB is being
scheduled, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist continues to check for opportunities
for those within reassignment.
Reassignment Process - Specifically for Workers’ Comp Case Claimants
▪

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist will follow the reassignment process.

▪

When employee is offered a position, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will send a
formal job offer letter to the employee. A copy of the letter will be provided to the Office of
Workers' Compensation Programs (OWCP).

▪

The Employee has 15 days to review offer and return to the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist the letter advising to accept or decline.

If the employee declines the offer:
▪

Leave and Accommodation Specialist will request the OWCP to determine a suitability
rating of the proposed job offer.

If offer is considered suitable (acceptable) by OWCP:
▪

OWCP will notify the employee of the suitability decision and consequences associated when

declining an offer.
▪

Leave and Accommodation Specialist will request that the employee be placed in
the Vocational Rehabilitation Program (if deemed a candidate).

▪

Leave and Accommodation Specialist will instruct OWCP to train the employee for a
position outside of the agency.
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If employee is permanently disabled and unable to perform the essential functions of the job, the
employee may apply for the agency’s pension.
If employee does not qualify for the Workers' Compensation benefits and is terminated, the
employee may file for disability retirement and/or pension through the agency.

Resolution of the Reasonable Accommodation Request
All decisions regarding a request for Reasonable Accommodation will be communicated to an
applicant or employee by use of the Notice of Decision Letter, as well as orally.
If the agency grants a request for accommodation, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will
give the Notice of Decision Letter to the requestor and discuss implementation of the
accommodation. The “Decision Letter” is to be filled out even if a TVA is granting the request without
determining whether the requestor has a “disability” or “sincere religious belief” and regardless of
what type of change or modification is approved.
A decision to provide an accommodation other than the one specifically requested will be considered
a decision to grant an accommodation. The form will explain both the reasons for the denial of the
individual’s specific requested accommodation and why the agency believes that the chosen
accommodation will be effective.
If the request is approved but the accommodation cannot be provided immediately, the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist will inform the individual in writing of the projected time frame for
providing the accommodation.

Denials of Reasonable Accommodation
If the agency denies a request for accommodation, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will
give the Notice of Decision Letter to the requestor and discuss the reason(s) for the denial.
Additionally, the requestor will receive written notice explaining the reasons for denial and notifying
the job applicant or employee of any available internal appeal or informal dispute resolution process.
TVA encourages the use of voluntary informal dispute resolution processes that individuals may use
to obtain prompt reconsideration of denied requests for Reasonable Accommodation.
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TVA will also inform the applicant or employee that denials of a request for Reasonable
Accommodation must include information about the individual’s right to file an EEO complaint
pursuant to 29 C.F.R. § 1614.106 and to invoke other statutory processes, as appropriate: 29 C.F.R.
§ 1614.203(d)(3)(i)(T); 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(iii)(B).
When completing the “Decision Letter,” the explanation for the denial will clearly state the specific
reason(s) for the denial. This means that the agency cannot simply state that a requested
accommodation is denied because of “undue hardship” or because it would be “ineffective.” Rather,
the form will state and the Leave and Accommodation Specialist and/or management will explain
specifically why the accommodation would result in undue hardship or why it would be ineffective.
If there is a legitimate reason to deny the specific Reasonable Accommodation requested, the Leave
and Accommodation Specialist will explore with the individual whether another accommodation
would be possible. The fact that one accommodation proves ineffective or would cause undue
hardship does not necessarily mean that this would be true of another accommodation. Similarly, if
an employee requests removal of an essential function or some other action that is not required by
law, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will explore whether there is a Reasonable
Accommodation that will meet the employee’s needs.
If the Leave and Accommodation Specialist offers an accommodation other than the one requested,
but the alternative accommodation is not accepted, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will
record the individual’s rejection of the alternative accommodation in writing or may file an EEO
complaint.
Dispute Resolution
Requesting Resolution
An individual dissatisfied with the resolution of a Reasonable Accommodation request can ask the
Director, Human Resources to reconsider the decision. An individual must request reconsideration
within 10 business days.
Filing an EEO Complaint
To file an EEO complaint, the individual with the complaint must initiate contact with an EEO
Counselor within 45 days of the denial of accommodation via
https://tvacloud.sharepoint.com/sites/er/OCEO/eoc/SitePages/Equal-Opportunity-Compliance.aspx,
regardless of whether the applicant or employee participates in an informal dispute resolution
process: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(iii)(C)&(D).
TVA encourages the use of voluntary informal dispute resolution processes to allow individuals with
disabilities to obtain prompt reconsideration of denials of Reasonable Accommodation: 29 C.F.R. §
1614.203(d)(3)(i)(U).
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Information Tracking and Reporting
In order for the agency to ensure compliance with this process and in compliance with Executive
Order 13164, the Leave and Accommodation Specialist will provide the Agency’s Equal Opportunity
Compliance office with applicable accommodation information within 5 business days of request.
TVA’s electronic medical record keeping system (Medgate) will be the primary system used to track
all requests for accommodations, accommodations provided and any denials: 29 C.F.R. §
1614.203(d)(3)(i)(R).
The agency will keep records that it may use to determine whether it is complying with the
nondiscrimination and affirmative action requirements imposed under Section 501, and to make
such records available to the Commission upon the Commission’s request: 29 C.F.R. §
1614.203(d)(8).
Costs and Resources
TVA will take specific steps to ensure that requests for accommodation are not denied for reasons of
cost, and that individuals are not excluded from employment due to the anticipated cost of a
Reasonable Accommodation.
TVA must consider all resources available to TVA as a whole, excluding those designated by statute
for a specific purpose that does not include Reasonable Accommodation, which would enable it to
provide an effective Reasonable Accommodation without undue hardship: 29 C.F.R. §
1614.203(d)(3)(ii)(A).
TVA will arrange for the use of agency resources to provide the accommodation, including any
centralized funds the agency may have for that purpose: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(ii)(B).
Inquiries and Distribution
Any employee wanting further information concerning this process may contact the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist via e-mail at PeopleGateway.
This procedure is made available upon request and is available on the TVA public website
and the TVA Occupational Health SharePoint site: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203(d)(3)(i).
TVA will post the procedure on the Intranet and Internet sites, including the employee handbook,
and will be available in Agency’s library, in the Office of Equal Opportunity, and the Office of Human
Resources. This procedure will be made available to all job applicants and distributed to all new
employees as part of their orientation on their first day of work. This procedure will be provided in
alternative formats (e.g., braille, large print, etc.) when requested from the Leave and
Accommodation Specialist by, or on behalf of, any Agency employee: 29 C.F.R. § 1614.203 (d)(3)(i).
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Applicable Forms for Accommodation Processes
▪

Attachment A - Duty Disposition Letter

▪

Attachment B - TVA Form 21374 (Request for Reasonable Accommodation,
general)

▪

Attachment C – TVA Form 21374-MV (COVID-19 Medical Vaccination Request)

▪

Attachment D – TVA Form 21374-RV (COVID-19 Religious Vaccination
Request)

▪

Attachment E - TVA Form 21084 Modified Work Duties (General form for
medical restrictions)

▪

Attachment F - Notice of Decision Letter

▪

Attachment G - Frequently Asked Questions
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Attachment A - Duty Disposition Letter
<<Current Date>>
General Duty Disposition Letter
An evaluation has been conducted and the employee’s reason for visit and work status is
indicated below:
Employee
Name/EIN

Location

Organization

<<Employee’s Full Name
& Number>>

<<Location
Description>>

<<Employee
Geographic Location
Desc.>>

Job Position/Job
Code

Supervisor

<<EE position description
& Employee Job Code>>
Reason For Visit

Visit Date

Services
Completed

<<Clinic Visit
Reason Desc.>>

<<Date>>

Duty Disposition

Medical Disposition

Follow Date

<<Duty Disposition
Desc.>>

<<Medical
Disposition
Desc.>>

<<Date>>

If restrictions are listed below, an interactive discussion must occur with completion of
Modified Work Duties TVA Form 21084 as found in TVA-SPP-11.520 Health and
Occupational Wellness. The form must be completed and returned to the Return to Work
Coordinator at rtw@tva.gov within 72 hours.
<<List Permanent Restrictions>>
<<List Temporary Restrictions>>
▪

Supervisors are responsible for monitoring employees and ensuring all
restrictions are followed.

▪

Supervisors should always ensure an employee is fit-for-duty.

▪

COVID-19 Guidance – Review information in the COVID Resource Center, contact
your TVA Nurse Practitioner or call the TVA COVID Helpline at 423-751-8392.
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TVA Resource Assistance available in PeopleGateway
▪

TVA Employee Assistance Program (EAP) partner is ESPYR – Knowledge Article
KB01012631

▪

Family and Medical Leave – Knowledge Articles KB0012301 and KB0012302

▪

Leave Transfer Program – Knowledge Article KB0012418

▪

Work Related Injury or Illness – Knowledge Article KB0012516

cc: Return to Work Coordinator
Notice: This electronic message transmission contains information which is TVA
SENSITIVE, TVA Restricted or TVA CONFIDENTIAL. Any misuse or unauthorized
disclosure can result in both civil and criminal penalties. If you are not the intended
recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying or use of the content of this information
is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me
immediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments.
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Attachment – B TVA Form 21374
Confirmation of Request for Reasonable Accommodation (General Inquiries)
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Attachment C – TVA Form 21374-MV (Medical Covid-19 Vaccination)
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31

Attachment D – TVA Form 21374-RV (Religious COVID-19 Vaccination)

Attachment E - TVA Form 21084 Modified Work Duties
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A
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Attachment F - Notice of Decision Letter
Date
Dear Employee:
This letter is in accordance with TVA’s reassignment process as defined by TVA-SPP-11.520
Health and Occupational Wellness.
Our records indicate the below restrictions reported continues to remain in place and impact
your ability to perform the essential functions of your current position, (list position, job
code).
Restrictions are as follows:
List restriction(s)
As stated in TVA-SPP-11.520 Health and Occupational Wellness, an individual who has a
disability or a sincerely held religious belief that prevents him/her from performing the
essential functions of his/her job, even with a reasonable accommodation, may be eligible for
an offer of reassignment, based on availability and qualifications.
TVA was able to identify the following position(s) for which you may
qualify:
List position(s)
Since you do not meet the minimum qualifications for the above position(s) and there are no
additional positions currently available for which you meet the minimum qualifications,
reassignment actions have ended effective (date).
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,
Leave and Accommodation Specialist
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Attachment G - Frequently Asked Questions
Reasonable Accommodations FAQ’s
What is a Reasonable Accommodation?
In relation to The Rehabilitation Act/ADA, a Reasonable Accommodation is a modification or adjustment
to the job, the work environment, or the way things are usually done. Reasonable Accommodations are
provided to ensure a qualified applicant or employee with a disability or a sincerely held religious belief
can participate in the application process, perform essential functions of the job, and enjoy the benefits
and privileges of employment equal to those enjoyed by all. TVA is required to provide an effective
Reasonable Accommodation to qualified individuals with disabilities or sincerely held religious beliefs,
unless doing so would impose an undue hardship.
What is a disability under the Rehabilitation Act/ADA?
Disability, with respect to an individual, means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits
one of more major life activities. For more information, see: 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(g).
Who is a qualified individual with a disability?
A qualified individual with a disability is an individual who has the skills, experience, education and
other requirements of the job the individual holds or desires and can perform the essential functions of
the position with or without Reasonable Accommodations.
What is a major life activity?
Major life activities include such things as caring for one’s self, performing manual tasks, walking,
seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working.
Who is responsible for granting a Reasonable Accommodation?
The supervisor, hiring official or other agency identified individuals is responsible for granting a
Reasonable Accommodation.
What are essential functions of a position?
Essential functions are the fundamental duties of the job the individual with a disability holds or desires,
and that the individual who holds the job must be able to perform unaided or with the assistance of
Reasonable Accommodation.
When can medical documentation be requested?
The Leave and Accommodation Specialist may request medical documentation when needed during the
Reasonable Accommodation process to support the Reasonable Accommodation request.
Who can request medical documentation?
The Leave and Accommodation Specialist can request medical documentation. The Leave and
Accommodation Specialist will request only that medical documentation that is necessary to process the
request.
Will medical documentation/information be kept confidential?
Yes. All documents and information are confidential.
What is a reasonable accommodation for a disability?
An accommodation is any exception to standard policy or practice that allows an individual to perform the
essential functions of their job or to enjoy the benefits and privileges of employment that would otherwise be

compromised by the individual’s disability. The accommodation is reasonable if it does not impose an
undue hardship on the employer.
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What constitutes an undue hardship in the context of disability accommodations?
An accommodation for a disability may be considered an undue hardship if it creates significant
difficulty or expense to the employer. That is, an employer would not be required to provide an
accommodation if it is cost-prohibitive, not reasonably feasible to implement, requires extensive
renovations, or would be disruptive or negatively affect other employees or customers. Undue
hardships are determined on a case-by-case basis. Factors to take into consideration when determining
whether an accommodation constitutes an undue hardship are:
•

The cost and nature of the accommodation;

•

The overall financial resources of the Agency;

•

The type of operation of the Agency; and

•

The impact of the accommodation upon the operation of the facility, including co-workers and the
public.

•

Ex. An employee’s request for completely fragrance-free facility posed an undue hardship on the
agency. Leona L. v. DHS, 0120152781 (March 5, 2018).

May telework be a Reasonable Accommodation?
Telework may be a Reasonable Accommodation depending on the essential functions of the position
and the portability of the job. All Reasonable Accommodations are made on a case-by-case basis.
May an employee request to bring a service animal or emotional support animal to work as a
Reasonable Accommodation?
Yes, an employee may request to bring a service animal or emotional support animal (including a
comfort or therapy animal) to work as a Reasonable Accommodation. Such requests will be considered
on a case-by-case basis.

Regulations, Policies and Statutes Questions
What is Section 501 of The Rehabilitation Act?
Section 501 of The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, is a Federal civil rights law that prohibits
Federal agencies from discriminating against job applicants and employees based on disability,
requires Federal agencies to provide Reasonable Accommodation to qualified individuals with
disabilities, who are employees or applicants, unless doing so would cause an undue hardship, and
requires agencies to engage in affirmative action for individuals with disabilities. Section 501 of The
Rehabilitation Act comports with Title 1 of The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (employment
standards).

What is Title 1 of The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)?
Title 1 of The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended (ADA) prohibits private employers,
State and local governments, employment agencies and labor unions from discriminating against
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qualified individuals with disabilities in job application procedures, hiring, firing, advancement,
compensation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment. The ADA covers
employers with 15 or more employees, including State and local governments. Title 1 of The ADA
requires an employer to provide Reasonable Accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities
who are employees or applicants for employment, except when such accommodation would cause an
undue hardship. These standards are set forth in the EEOC’s ADA regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 1630.
Section 501 of The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, comports with Title I of The ADA.
Is the supervisor allowed to disclose an employee’s Reasonable Accommodation to another
employee?
No, confidentiality applies to all aspects of the RA process. RA should only be disclosed to those who
have a need to know, as outlined in Departmental Regulation 4300-008. The RA Coordinator may
share certain information, without disclosing a disability, with an employee’s supervisor, manager or
other agency official(s), as necessary, to make appropriate determinations on a request.
Reasonable Accommodation Process Questions
Who can request a Reasonable Accommodation?
A Reasonable Accommodation can be requested by an employee, applicant, a family member, or health
care professional or other representative on behalf of the employee or applicant.
Are agencies sometimes required to accommodate employees’ religious beliefs?
Yes. Federal law requires agencies to provide employees reasonable accommodations for employees’
sincerely held religious beliefs and practices.
Under what circumstances may an agency refuse a request for religious accommodation?
Agencies may refuse requests that are not based on a sincerely held religious belief. Agencies may
request more information to determine whether a belief is religious and is sincerely held by the
employee. Agencies may also refuse to provide accommodations that would result in an undue
hardship. A religious accommodation creates an undue hardship if it causes more than a minimal cost
or burden. Note that this standard is lower than the standard for undue hardship in the disability
context, which is defined as “significant difficulty or expense.”
What steps should a supervisor and a Leave and Accommodation Specialist take after receiving
a request for a Reasonable Accommodation?
The following are the steps a Supervisor and Reasonable Accommodations Coordinator should take iin
response to an accommodation request:
•

The Leave and Accommodation Specialist will verify the employee request for reasonable
accommodation, when it is not obvious.

•

The Supervisor will identify the essential job functions.

•

The Supervisor will consult with the individual during the interactive process to identify what
accommodations would be effective to reduce or remove barriers.

•

The Supervisor may implement an effective accommodation, absent undue hardship, taking into
account the preferences of the individual with disabilities.

How long does it take to process a Reasonable Accommodation request?
Generally, a Reasonable Accommodation request is processed within 30 business days (excluding
extenuating circumstances). An interim accommodation may be offered until the Reasonable
Accommodation request is approved and fulfilled if there are delays.
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Under what circumstance can an approved Reasonable Accommodation be re-evaluated or
changed?
An approved Reasonable Accommodation may be reevaluated under certain circumstances, including
but not limited to:
•

Responsibilities or essential job functions change;

•

Staffing levels change;

•

Facilities change;

•

Employee’s medical condition or religious beliefs change; or

•

Reasonable Accommodation is no longer effective.

Can a Reasonable Accommodation be reevaluated or changed if an employee’s supervisor
changes?
Reevaluation of an approved Reasonable Accommodation may NOT be based solely on a change of
supervisor.
Is a supervisor required to provide the Reasonable Accommodation that the individual wants?
No, the supervisor is not required to provide the accommodation of choice. An accommodation needs
only to be effective in assisting the employee to perform his/her essential job functions.
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Roles and Responsibilities
Applicant or Employee
▪

May request a Reasonable Accommodation at any time, orally or in writing.

▪

May wish to consult with the Leave and Accommodation Specialist or review the guide to
better understand the Reasonable Accommodation process.

▪

Can request a change in accommodation, if the employee’s medical condition or
religious belief changes or if the employee is assigned new duties that require an
additional or different Reasonable Accommodation.

Leave and Accommodation Specialist
▪

Seeks compliance with all government regulations relating to disabilities, including The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and reflects program objectives in the overall goals of the
organization.

▪

Collaborates and consults with TVA's Section 501, Section 502, Section 503, and Section
508 compliance coordinators, line management, employee, and facilities management to
ensure compliance with The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and The Americans with Disability Act,
Amendments Act 2008.

▪

Discusses non-compliance issues associated with The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section
501, Section 502, Section 503, and Section 508, with the Equal Opportunity Compliance
(EOC) office.

▪

Seeks compliance with all government regulations relating to religious accommodation under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, and seeks guidance from OGC and others as appropriate.

▪

Facilitates the accommodation review process, as needed.

▪

Verifies through discussion that managers and employees have engaged in an interactive
dialogue when considering Reasonable Accommodations.

▪

Collects, reviews, and assesses all documentation for completeness including but not limited
to Modified Work Duties Form, TVA 21084 (Attachment E), job description, physical
capabilities and exposure information prior to establishing an Accommodation Review Board
(ARB) meeting for cases extending beyond 180 days or when no accommodation can be
granted.

▪

Informs employee verbally of reassignment process pertaining to reassignment activities.
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▪

Requests and reviews employee's updated resume for reassignment consideration.

▪

Sends employee’s resume to Talent Acquisition personnel for submission to all open and
current positions at time of reassignment and for no longer than a two-week time period.

▪

Reinforces verbal conversation by providing employee with written documentation using the
Notice of Decision Letter (Attachment F).

▪

Collaborates with Talent Acquisition personnel to review open positions and determine
reassignment opportunities (including external entities for permanent disabilities associated
with work-related injuries).

▪

Contacts Talent Acquisition to transition employee into reassigned position, when
applicable.

▪

When no reassignment opportunity is available or will be available in the foreseeable future,
the Leave and Accommodation Specialist notifies Line Management to further disposition
employee.

Return-to-Work Coordinator (RTW)
▪

Supports the accommodation process, when necessary.

TVA Nurse Practitioner
▪

Upon receipt of notification or documentation indicating restrictions that may impact the
individual’s ability to perform the essential functions of the job, evaluates and enters
information into the agency’s medical recordkeeping system (Medgate).

▪

Follows up with employee and supervising managers at specified intervals (≥90 and ≥180
days) when an accommodation and/or restriction is in place.

▪

Assists the Leave and Accommodation Specialist, as needed.

Talent Aquisition
▪

Provides weekly job posting report to the Leave and Accommodation Specialist.

▪

Evaluates resume of employee under reassignment actions to determine if employee meets
the minimum qualifications of an identified position.

▪

Advises Leave and Accommodation Specialist when employee meets or does not meet
minimum qualifications of the identified position.

Supervisor/Line Management
▪

Reviews applicable restriction report monthly to ensure compliance with employee's restriction(s)
and ensure case management activities and accommodation actions are being met.
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▪

Reviews DDL to determine if restriction(s) impact(s) employee's ability to perform essential
functions of the job.

▪

Engages in an interactive accommodation discussion with employee when receiving the DDL to
discuss employee's restrictions, the impact the restrictions may have if the employee were
performing the essential functions of the job and then collectively proposing solutions for
accommodation(s).

▪

Documents the interactive accommodation discussion on Modified Work Duties form, TVA 21084
(Attachment E).

▪

Reviews proposed solutions and determines if accommodation can be provided to the
employee.

▪

Advises employee of accommodating decisions as soon as practicable, but no later than 30 days
from the date of the initial request (request can be in the form of DDL or individual request).

▪

Notifies employee of accommodation decision and updates Modified Work Duties form, TVA
21084 (Attachment E) of decision; employee and supervisor sign and date form.

▪

Sends completed TVA Form 21084, Modified Work Duties, to the RTW Coordinator at
rtw@tva.gov.

▪

Monitors employee to ensure provided accommodation is effective; considers making
adjustments to the accommodation as needed.

▪

Initials, dates and notifies RTW coordinator, and other applicable personnel as
employee's restrictions age to ≥90 and ≥180 day intervals.
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Definitions
Accommodation — A modification or adjustment to a job, the work environment, or the way things
are usually done that enables a qualified individual with a restriction or disability to enjoy an equal
employment opportunity without imposing an undue hardship to the employer.
Accommodation Review Process — A process facilitated by the Leave and Accommodation
Specialist to assess whether all reasonable solutions have been considered through communication
with appropriate individuals.
Disability — A physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities, (including, but not limited to, caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, seeing, hearing,
eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, learning, reading,
concentrating, thinking, communicating and working) or operation of a major bodily function
(including, but not limited to, functions of the immune system; normal cell growth; digestive, bowel,
bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, and reproductive functions) of an
individual; a record of such impairment, or being regarded as having such an impairment. The
definition of disability should be construed broadly and in line with the rules of construction in The
Rehabilitation Act.
Discrimination – Unjust or prejudicial treatment of different categories of people, especially on
the grounds of ethnicity, age, sex, religious beliefs, religious practices, or disabilities.
Duty Disposition Letter (DDL) — An electronic letter providing information regarding an
employee’s return-to-work disposition, which may include restriction information and follow-up
appointments, as applicable.
Essential Job Functions — Job duties that are so fundamental to the position that the individual
cannot do the job without being able to perform them.
Interactive Process — Upon receipt and review of the duty disposition letter where a restriction has
been indicated that may impact the essential functions of the job, a meeting is established allowing
the employee, an employee’s representative, and line management to discuss and identify any
possible accommodations to enable the employee to perform the job effectively and safely.
Job Description — Written statement that describes the duties, responsibilities, required
qualifications, and reporting relationships of a particular job.
Job Reassignment — Reassignment is the accommodation of last resort and occurs when the
individual is unable to be accommodated in his/her current position. The employee is evaluated for
placement into a position for which he/she meets the minimum job requirements and can perform
the essential duties of the job, with or without an accommodation.
Leave and Accommodation Specialist — An individual who is considered as a vital resource for
employees and managers in the accommodation and reassignment process.
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Modified Work Duties — Modification made to accommodate a restriction that impacts the
essential functions of the job.
Other Representative — A family member, friend, health professional or other representative who
can make a Reasonable Accommodation request on behalf of a requestor.
Permanent Restrictions — Restrictions that have exceeded 180 days and/or are not anticipated to
change or be removed.
Physical Capability — An individual’s capacity to perform physical duties needed for daily duty.
Qualified Individual — An individual who, with or without Reasonable Accommodation, can perform
the essential functions of the employment functions of the position that the individual holds or
desires and satisfies the requisite skill, experience, education, and other job-related requirements of
the position.
Reasonable Accommodation — The provision of conditions, equipment or environment that
enables a qualified individual to effectively perform the essential function of his or her job, to enjoy
equal benefits and privileges of employment, or to be considered for employment.
Religious Accommodation – An adjustment to the work environment that will allow an employee or
applicant to practice his/her religion.
Request — Any communication in which an individual expresses that he or she needs a change to
any aspect of the application process, job, or benefit of employment because of a disability. No other
information is needed to initiate the process and a request does not have to include any special
words such as “Reasonable Accommodation,” “disability,” or “The Rehabilitation Act.” A doctor or
personal representative can make a request on a requestor’s behalf.
Requestor — A qualified individual (an employee or applicant) who makes a request, or for whom a
doctor or personal representative makes a request, for Reasonable Accommodation as set forth in
this document.
Restriction(s) — A limitation(s) that restricts someone’s physical actions or ability to perform work.
Nurse Practitioner — Key person in the workplace that collects medical documentation from the
employee and assists injured workers to remain at or return to work as soon as safely possible.
Coordinates with line management and employee to ensure that the accommodations address the
employee’s injury.
Separation Proceedings — Process initiated after determining no Reasonable Accommodation(s)
or reassignment opportunity is available (or assignment offered is declined) for an employee no

longer able to perform the essential function(s) of his/her job.
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Time Frame — A period of time in which something occurs or is planned to take place. Time frames
in this process document are computed in calendar days.
Undue Hardship — In the context of disability accommodation: an action requiring significant difficulty
or expense, when considered in light of the nature and cost of the accommodation and its impact on
the expenses, resources and operation of TVA. In the context of religious accommodation: an action
requiring more than minimal expense or burden.

